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A: This is most likely caused by a bug in your code. There are a couple
of functions in your string replacer logic which are: trimming a string's

final empty lines (by taking the last N lines) trimming extra
backslashes (for a single slash) adding backslashes to the end of a
string This is probably causing your functions to do the same thing

twice: trimming extra empty lines And then putting empty lines at the
beginning of each string It would be good if you could try out my code
below. I am using StringBuilder in place of strings. I have also added a
simplified backslash replacer. public static string CleanupString(this
string text) { StringBuilder sb = new StringBuilder(); // fix slashes in

paths // todos os slashes no final do ficheiro e no inicio da saída // são
convertidos para um simples backslash if (text.EndsWith("\")

&&!text.EndsWith("/")) text = text.Replace("\", "/"); // remove excess
whitespace if any var replaced = text.Replace(Environment.NewLine,
" ").Trim(); if (string.IsNullOrEmpty(replaced)) return text; int count =
0; int indent = 0; // initial indent needed to match the first code line

while (count
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. Lomo flash . . . . .“A brain and the spleen!” “It’s only in your head…”
“Everyone has a brain – this brain, right?” Every brain I can think of

has a back story. Because, through all of life, my brain has been
rewriting itself, it’s been changing, and that process can continue. The

way that I think about the brain is in how I think about myself. The
way that I think about myself is in how I think about the brain. So
when one talks about being born again, what’s that, you know, by
saying that you want to be born again, does that, or does that not

mean a whole new identity? There’s this general sense that you can
come to consciousness and there’s not much that can happen to you,
and that’s true! You can be just a thought, you can be just a feeling,

you can be just an image, but you can’t be just a thought that’s got no
history, you can’t be just a feeling that’s got no history, and you can’t

be just an image that’s just kind of, you know, popping up. So, in
being born again, do I want the same old me, or do I want the best of
the fresh me? Do I want to wake up with a brain that’s unrecognizable
from its former state? If you think about it, all of life is a renewal, it’s a

re-creation, it’s a recreation. So, you know, I’m sure all of you have
gotten brain transplants at some point in your life, and you know it’s a
bit of an adventure when they go in. It’s like, what does this new brain

know, you know. What does it think? And it’s got this new identity,
and it’s got all of its own memories, and they’re all, you know, a little
shaky. The same thing’s true for a life. You’re born again, and there’s

a new newness, you know, that can make you feel a little
schizophrenic. Do I
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